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EDITORIAL PREFACE 

 
Robots are becoming part of people's everyday social lives - and will increasingly become so. In 
future years, robots may become caretaking assistants for the elderly or academic tutors for our 
children, or medical assistants, day care assistants, or psychological counselors. Robots may 
become our co-workers in factories and offices, or maids in our homes. It is the fourth issue of 
volume first of International Journal of Robotics and Automation (IJRA). IJRA published six times 
in a year and it is being peer reviewed to very high International standards.  
. 
 
The initial efforts helped to shape the editorial policy and to sharpen the focus of the journal. 
Starting with volume 2, 2011, IJRA appears in more focused issues. Besides normal publications, 
IJRA intend to organized special issues on more focused topics. Each special issue will have a 
designated editor (editors) – either member of the editorial board or another recognized specialist 
in the respective field. 
 
IJRA looks to the different aspects like sensors in robot, control systems, manipulators, power 
supplies and software. IJRA is aiming to push the frontier of robotics into a new dimension, in 
which motion and intelligence play equally important roles. IJRA scope includes systems, 
dynamics, control, simulation, automation engineering, robotics programming, software and 
hardware designing for robots, artificial intelligence in robotics and automation, industrial robots, 
automation, manufacturing, and social implications etc. IJRA cover the all aspect relating to the 
robots and automation.   
 
The IJRA is a refereed journal aims in providing a platform to researchers, scientists, engineers 
and practitioners throughout the world to publish the latest achievement, future challenges and 
exciting applications of intelligent and autonomous robots. IJRA open access publications has 
greatly speeded the pace of development in the robotics and automation field. IJRA objective is to 
publish articles that are not only technically proficient but also contains state of the art ideas and 
problems for international readership.  
 
In order to position IJRA as one of the top International journal in signal processing, a group of 
highly valuable and senior International scholars are serving its Editorial Board who ensures that 
each issue must publish qualitative research articles from International research communities 
relevant to signal processing fields. 
   
IJRA editors understand that how much it is important for authors and researchers to have their 
work published with a minimum delay after submission of their papers. They also strongly believe 
that the direct communication between the editors and authors are important for the welfare, 
quality and wellbeing of the Journal and its readers. Therefore, all activities from paper 
submission to paper publication are controlled through electronic systems that include electronic 
submission, editorial panel and review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the 
publication processes.  
 
To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication information through 
Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate, 
ScientificCommons, Docstoc and many more. Our International Editors are working on 
establishing ISI listing and a good impact factor for IJRA. We would like to remind you that the 
success of our journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for review. 
Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by submitting quality manuscripts for 
review and encouraging your colleagues to submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the 
great benefits we can provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review 
process. IJRA provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are shaped to assist 
authors in improving their manuscripts.  
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Abstract 

 
Based on the popular constant volts per hertz principle, two improvement techniques are 
presented: keeping maximum torque constant or keeping magnetic flux constant. An open-
loop inverter-three-phase squirrel-cage induction motor drive system that provides constant 
maximum torque or increased maximum torque and reduced slip speed at frequencies below 
the nominal frequency has been modeled, simulated and tested. Load performance analysis 
of the proposed system under different operation conditions was provided. These principles of 
operation are extended to the case of operation from variable frequency or variable voltage 
control method. Finally, the effects of the non-sinusoidal voltage and/or current wave shapes 
are covered.  
 
The results show that both suggested improvement techniques (constant torque or constant 
flux) improve the steady-state performance A.C. drive system with squirrel cage induction 
motors. The slip speed has been decreased and the starting torque and maximum torque 
have been increased, which means that the suggested control techniques can be used in 
drive systems with short time operating mode under light loads. 
 
Keywords: Induction Motor Drive, Constant Volts Per Hertz, Torque Speed Curve, dq 
Transformation, State-space Model. 
 
Nomenclature: 

=dsv  d-axis component of the stator voltage, V 

=qsv  q-axis component of the stator voltage, V 

=dsi  d-axis component of the stator current, A 

=qsi  q-axis component of the stator current, A 

=dri'  d-axis component of the rotor current referred to the stator, A 
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=qri'  q-axis component of the rotor current referred to the stator, A 

V or Vs = stator voltage effective value 

=sL  stator inductance, H 

=rL' rotor inductance referred to the stator, H 

=mL  mutual inductance between rotor and stator, H 

msss LLL += , H 

mrrr LLL += '' , H 

=sω  stator electrical angular speed, rad/s 

=rω  rotor electrical angular speed, rad/s 

rm
P

ωω
2

= , rotor mechanical angular speed, rad/s 

=P  number of poles 

=eT  electromagnetic developed torque, N.m 

=mT  load torque, N.m 

=J  equivalent moment of inertia, kg.m
2 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The three-phase squirrel cage induction motor is the most widely used motor type in the 
industry because of its good self-starting capability, simple and rugged structure, low cost and 
reliability [1-5]. In spite of this popularity, the induction motor has two basic limitations: (1) The 
standard motor is not a true constant-speed machine, its full-load slip varies from less than 
1% (in high-horsepower motors) to more than 5% (in fractional-horsepower motors), and (2) It 
is not inherently capable of providing variable-speed operation  [2,3]. Both of these limitations 
require consideration to meet quality and accuracy requirements of induction motor drive 
applications. 
 
The limitations of induction motor can be solved through the use of adjustable speed control 
based on pulse width modulation techniques [4]. The basic control action involved in 
adjustable speed control of induction motors is to apply a variable frequency variable 
magnitude AC voltage to the motor to achieve the aims of variable speed operation [5]. 
Voltage source inverters and current source inverters are used in adjustable speed AC drives. 
However, voltage source inverters with constant Volts/Hertz (V/f) are more popular, especially 
for applications without position control requirements, or where the need for high accuracy of 
speed control is not crucial. 
 
Ideally, by keeping a constant V/f ratio for all frequencies the torque-speed curve of induction 
motor can be reproduced at any frequency. In this case, the stator flux, stator current, and 
torque will be constant at any frequency [6]. The great majority of variable-speed drives in 
operation today are of this type although almost all research has been concentrated in field-
oriented control theory, and little has been published about constant V/f operation. Its 
practical application at low frequency is still challenging, due to the influence of the stator 
resistance and the necessary rotor slip to produce torque [7].  
 
In addition, the nonlinear behavior of the pulse-width modulated voltage-source inverter in the 
low voltage range makes it difficult to use constant V/f drives at frequencies below 3Hz [8, 9].  
The performance of induction motor operating at constant V/f ratio can be improved by using 
different techniques, such as stator resistance compensation, slip compensation and vector 
compensation. The stator resistance compensation method consists of boosting the stator 
voltage by the magnitude of the current-resistance drop. Slip compensation results in 
increasing the operating frequency (speed). Vector compensation requires measurement of 
both voltage and current and accurate knowledge of machine inductances [10]. 
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In this paper, two techniques to improve the performance of the inverter-induction motor drive 
system with constant V/f ratio controller are presented. The first technique is based on 
keeping the maximum torque constant for all operating frequencies, and equals to its value at 
nominal frequency. The second technique is based on maintaining the magnetic flux constant 
at all operating frequencies and equals to its nominal value. The proposed techniques are 
validated by simulation and experimental results. It is shown that large load torques are 
obtained, even in the low frequency range, with significantly reduced steady-state error in 
speed. 
 
These principles of operation are extended to the case of operation from variable frequency 
and/or variable voltage control method. Finally, the effects of the non-sinusoidal voltage 
and/or current wave shapes are covered. 
 

2. MODELING SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
The block diagram of inverter-three-phase squirrel cage induction motor drive system is 
presented in figure 1. It consists of IGBT-inverter-based AC to AC converter, three-phase 
squirrel cage induction motor and controller. In order to analyze the system performance, all 
of these components should be modeled (mathematically described). 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1: Block diagram of inverter-three phase squirrel-cage induction motor drive system 

 
2.1.  Modeling of the IGBT-Inverter-Based AC to AC Converter 
The frequency converter is considered to be an ideal system, where the voltage at the dc side 
of the converter has no AC component. For sinusoidal pulse width modulation SPWM, the 
ratio of the amplitude of the sinusoidal waveform to the amplitude of the triangular waveform 
is called the modulation index m, which can be in the range of 0 to 1 [11]. The stator voltage 
Vs can be defined as: 

Vs = m Vn        (1) 
Where:  
Vn = nominal value of stator voltage. 
 
The frequency of the stator voltage f equals the frequency of the sinusoidal input waveform fin. 

f = fin         (2) 
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FIGURE 2: Steady-state model of inverter. 

 
Varying the modulation index and the sinusoidal waveform frequency will change the RMS 
value of the stator voltage and frequency. Eqs. 1 and 2 constitute the steady-state model of 
inverter, shown in figure 2. 
 
2.2.  Modeling of Controller and Control Circuits 

Based on the principle of V/f = constant, the controller must apply the following function: 





≥

<<
=

n

n

ff

ffKf
m

        ,1

0 ,
       (3) 

Where: 
 K = 1/fn, and fn = nominal frequency (50Hz). The block diagram of V/f = constant controller is 
shown in figure 3. 
 

 
 
 

FIGURE 3: The model of V/f = constant controller. 

 
Control circuits of A.C. drive system with induction motor can be divided according to different 
criterions. The following thinking will be focused on the fundamental properties of electric 
drives which are different from each other by the way of setting the required stator voltage of 
the motor: 

1. Variant 1: The desired voltage may be measured and evaluated by using a suitable 
controller, “RI” shown in figure 4a.  
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FIGURE 4A: Variant 1. 

 
Under the effect of the variation of the load torque, the stator voltage may behave just like a 
disturbance that is applied to the control system. Therefore, if the current-controller, RI, is 
working well, then any change in the load torque will not affect the function of the motor which 
means that there is no need for a voltage feedback from the capacitor connected at the d.c. 
side of the rectifier as shown in figure 4a. 
 
2. Variant 2: The stator voltage is simply estimated. 

 
FIGURE 4B: Variant 2. 

 
If the estimated voltage has to be equal exactly to the actual stator voltage even after it is 
changed, then it is necessary to take into consideration the voltage feedback from the 
capacitor as shown in Fig. 4b. 
 
2.3. Modeling of Three-Phase Squirrel Cage Induction Motor 
Many studies of the transient and steady state performance of induction motors have used 
two axes (d-q) dynamic machine model for the solution of the motor performance equations 
[12], while other studies have used a direct three-phase dynamic model that seemed more 
convenient, due to the variables involved in such modeling, in which they are the actual 
physical quantities of the motor [13]. Some authors have used dynamic model for small 
perturbations and transfer function, or solutions for dynamic behavior in complex symbolic 
form [14]. 
 
The steady state performances of the induction motors are obtained using static model 
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equations, derived from a dynamic model by setting their derivatives to zero and solving the 
resulting motor equations for the motor variables. 
 
The state-space model of the squirrel cage three-phase induction motor in standard form, 
with respect to a synchronously  rotating d-q coordinates, can be expressed as[15, 16]: 







+=

+=
•

DuCxy

BuAxx
        (4) 

Where the matrix quantities in Eq. 4 are as follows: 
T

mqrqsdrds iiii 





=

••••••

ω''x -state equations vector 

[ ]Tmqrqsdrds iiii ω''=x -state vector 

[ ]Temqrqsdrds Tiiii ω''=Y -output vector 

[ ]mqsds Tvv 00=u -input vector 

[ ]0=D -direct transmission matrix 

 

 
FIGURE 5: State-space model of induction motor. 
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The model of mechanical part of an induction motor can be represented by: 

mme JTT
•

=− ω        (5) 

 
Where the electromagnetic torque Te is expressed as: 

)''(
4

3
qrsddrqsme iiiiPLT −=       (6) 

 
Inputting Eq. 8 into Eq. 7, we get: 

mqrds

m

drqs

m
m T

J
ii

J

PL
ii

J

PL 1
'

4

3
'

4

3
−−=

•

ω     (7) 

 
The state-space model of induction motor as electromechanical system is shown in figure 5.  
The parameters of simulated induction motor are given in table 1. The block diagram of the 
drive system studied using MATLAB Simulink is shown in figure 6. 
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It was noticed also that the absolute slip decreased by decreasing the frequency. The 
absolute slip defined as: 

n

m

as
0

0

ω

ωω −
=                                       (8) 

Where: 

 
0

ω  is the no-load speed at a given frequency and n0
ω is the no-load at nominal frequency.  

 
 

FIGURE 6: The model of the drive system. 

 
2.4.   Control With Constant Maximum Torque 

The maximum torque at nominal frequency 
)max( nT  can be determined by the following 

equation [10]: 

)(8

3

2
1

2

1

2

)max(

synn

n

XRRf

nPV
T

++
=

π
     (9) 

Where:  

nV = nominal value of stator voltage (phase), nf = nominal frequency, and  

)'(2'21 rsnsyn LLfXXX +=+= π  

 

The maximum torque 
max

T  at any frequency f can be determined as: 

))'22(((8

3

2
1

2

1

2

max

rs fLfLRRf

PV
T

πππ +++
=     (10) 

Equating Esq. 9 and 10, we get: 

syn

syn
nn

nn

s

n XRR

XR
f

f
R

f

f

f

f

V

V

V

V
m

2
1

2

1

2
1

22

1
)(

++

++

==    (11) 

 
Equation 11 shows that the value of the modulation index m generated for the controller with 
constant maximum torque is greater than that generated for the controller with 

constant/ =fV . The model of constantmax =T controller is shown in figure 7. 

 

The simulated mechanical characteristics of the drive system with constant
max

=T controller 

are shown in figure 8, from which it is clear that the maximum torque remains constant for the 
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frequency range from 20Hz up to 50Hz. For frequencies below 20Hz the maximum torque has 

been significantly increased comparing with that of the drive system with constant/ =fV  

controller. The absolute slip has been decreased. 

 
 

FIGURE 7: The model of constantmax =T controller. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 8: Mechanical characteristics of drive system with Tmax= constant controller 

 
Parameter Value 
Stator resistance R1 65 

Stator reactance X1 40 

Mutual reactance Xm 241 
Rotor resistance referred to the stator R'2 25 
Rotor reactance referred to the stator X'2 30 

Nominal voltage Vn 230/400V 

Nominal torque Tn 1.3N.m 
Nominal input power Pn 0.25kW 

Nominal current In 0.76A 
Power factor 0.79 
Nominal frequency fn 50Hz 

Number of poles P 4 

Nominal speed nn 1455 rpm 
Nominal angular speed 152 rad/s 
Moment of inertia J 0.02 kg.m

2
 

 

TABLE 1: Motor parameters 
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2.5. Control With Constant Flux 

The stator flux can be kept constant, and equal to its nominal value, if the ratio of the 

magnetizing e.m.f. Em to the stator frequency f remains constant, )(
n

mnm

f

E

f

E
= . Under this 

condition, and based on the induction motor steady-state equivalent circuit and phasor 
diagram, the stator voltage V can be determined as: 

msfV IIRKV 22

1/
−+=      (12) 

Where: 

constant
/

==
f

V
K fV , mI = magnetizing (no-load) current. 

 
Eq. 12 shows that the stator voltage V in the case of controller with constant flux is always 

greater than that of constant/ =fV controller. The model of controller with constant flux is 

shown in figure 9. 

 
FIGURE 9: The model of φ = constant controller. 

 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The Performance analysis of the drive system with fV controller was provided for different 

values of frequency and load torque. The magnetization curve of the motor is given as 
follows: 

)( mh If=Ψ : 
( )

576,0.96  422,0.9,  311,0.83,  229,0.76,  151,0.7, 32,0.63,101,0.56,1

 80,0.5, 63,0.45, 60,0.38, 39,0.31, 29,0.24, 0,0,: =hmI ψ
 

 
Examples of dynamic response of the system are shown in the following figures. Simulated 
mechanical characteristics of the drive system with different types of controllers are 
represented in figure 10, which shows that decreasing the frequency causes a significant 
increase in the maximum torque in the case of a controller with constant flux. 
Figure 11 shows that the absolute slip is reduced and less than that of other types of 
controllers. The obtained mechanical characteristics of the drive system with constant flux 
controller are similar to those of drive system operating with constant power.  
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FIGURE10: Mechanical characteristics of drive system with different types of controllers. 

 
 

 
 

FIGURE11: Experimental mechanical characteristics of drive system with different types of controllers. 

 
Figure (12) shows the plot of the stator voltage space vector versus the stator current space 

vector, Us versus Is, the plot of the developed torque, eT , and the r.m.s. value of the stator 

current, Isef  versus the rotor frequency, fr.  
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FIGURE 13: a plot of (a) Vs, Is …abs. value of space vectors in time domain 

 
Figure 13 shows the stator voltage and current space vectors, Us and Is, under the condition 
of a variable stator voltage and constant rotor frequency. The response of the system on a 
change in the stator voltage while the rotor frequency is constant is adversely bad.  
 
The results show that both the absolute value of the space vector of the stator current and the 

motor torque, eT , increase with the increasing rotor frequency. The motor was not able to start 

at frequencies below 22Hz at load of 1.0N.m and below 11Hz at load of 0.5N.m. It was 

noticed also that the absolute slip, defined as

n

ms
0

0

ω

ωω −
= , is decreased with the decreasing 

frequency, where 
0

ω  is the no-load speed at a given frequency and n0
ω is the no-load at 

nominal frequency. Variation of frequency does not have significant effect on the steady-state 
value of stator current. Similar results were reported in [10, 11]. 
 
Therefore, if the voltage is set at the output of the controller (e.g. current), then it will cause 
some serious problems: during breaking regime and after reducing the voltage as it is seen in 
figure 13, an overshoot in the stator current is generated which is considered to be a currently 
known phenomenon. It could be explained by using an equivalent schematic diagram which 

respects the induced voltage in the stator circuit, 
dt

dψ
  and that in the rotor circuit, 

dt

d

s

ψ1
. 

 
The simulation in figure 14 is carried out for a variable rotor frequency and constant voltage. 
The response to a step change in the rotor frequency is completely trouble free as it is shown 
in the figure. The frequency of the rotor may easily be evaluated by using a controller of any 
quantity, for example (e.g. Siemens, Simovert P … fr is evaluated by using a controller of the 
torque component). 
 
In order to improve the starting and load performance of the drive system under the effect of 
stator voltage variations, a filter is added at the output of the current controller which may 
have a bad effect on the dynamic properties of the current loop, especially if the loop contains 
further blocks with expected delay in the response. Therefore, the stator voltage Vs is set 
using a limiter at the output of the controller and a PI controller (KRI, TRI) must be added as 
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shown in figure 15. When the voltage decreases, the PI controller reduces the firing angle. 
When the voltage increases, the PI controller increases the firing angle. 
  

 

 

 
FIGURE 12: a plot of : (a) torque Te versus rotor frequency. (b) Vs versus Is …absolute values of space 

vectors. 
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FIGURE 14: Isd, Isq … direct and quadrature components of stator current vector, Te … developed 
torque, Fh …magnetomotive force. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 15: Improved control schematic topology 

 

 
fr = 0.6 Hz, ω=2.π.40, KRI = 2, TRI = 0.2 s, TFI = 0, Is …absolute values of space vectors. 

 

 
 

fr = -0.6 Hz, ω=2.π.40, KRI = 2, TRI = 0.2 s, TFI = 0. 
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fr = -0.6 Hz, ω=2.π.40, KRI = 0.2, TRI = 0.5 s, TFI = 0, (small gain , without a filter). 

 
FIGURE 16: Improved simulation results, Isw: desired r.m.s. value of Is. 

 
In the AC motor drive, the motor speed is not regulated in closed loop. Instead, the speed set 
point is used only to determine the motor voltage and frequency applied by the six-step 
inverter in order to maintain the (V/f) ratio (or the motor flux) constant from 0 to the nominal 
speed. Above nominal speed, the motor operates in the flux weakening mode; that is, the 
voltage is maintained constant at its nominal value while the frequency is increased 
proportionally to the speed set point. When reversing speed, a short delay is required at the 
zero speed crossing so that air gap flux decays to zero. 
 
Under the above mentioned improvement conditions, figure 16 shows an improved simulation 
carried out for different values of rotor frequency and controller parameters. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
Based on the results obtained in this paper, the following conclusions can be made: 

1. The derived state-space model of three-phase squirrel cage induction motor can be 
used to analyze the performance of induction motor drive systems. 

2. The implementation of constant maximum torque and constant flux controllers 
improves the performance of inverter-induction motor drive systems. 

3. The mechanical characteristics of the drive system with constant flux controller are 
harder than that with constant maximum torque controller. 

4. It is recommended to use constant maximum torque controller in drive systems 
operating with constant torque. 

5. It is recommended to use constant flux controller in drive systems operating with 
constant power. 
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Abstract 

 
This paper describes the designing of a nonlinear biological controller inspired from stable human 
gait locomotion, which we implement for a stable biped motion on a Biped Robot. The design of a 
Central Pattern Generator (CPG) which consists of a four coupled Rayleigh Oscillators. A Two-
Way oscillator coupling has been used for modeling the CPG. The parameters of the CPG are 
then optimized by Genetic Algorithm (GA) to match with the stable human gait oscillation. The 
stable human gait oscillation data was obtained using the Intelligent Gait Oscillation Detector 
(IGOD) biometric suit, which simultaneously measures both the human hips and knee 
oscillations. After checking the Limit Cycle behavior of the CPG it has been successfully 
simulated on the Spring Flamingo robot in YOBOTICS environment. 
 
Keywords: Rayleigh Oscillator, Central Pattern Generator (CPG), Intelligent Gait Oscillation Detector 
(IGOD), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Nonlinear Dynamics System (NDS), YOBOTICS. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the long decade humans have struggled to start surviving on this beautiful planet. Then the 
invention of rock, wheel, fire, vehicles etc. has been carried out by humans along with a 
tremendous innovation namely known as digital computer. Over the year’s new technologies are 
introduced to implement human thoughts to meet certain goals in our life. Humans also 
proactively updated those technologies as per their own necessity. Eventually they are 
succeeded to develop some industrial robots which are used to perform some tasks to a limited 
extent. These types of robots are commonly acquainted as pre programmed robots. Then the 
technology took a new turn in an evolutionary approach. Gradually it has kept its own footprints in 
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the field of humanoid robotics with a tremendous appeal. The humanoid robots are being 
considered as a human being which can think rationally and act like a human to accomplish any 
kinds of complex task. Unlike all the activities performed by human, these humanoid robots learn 
to execute all the activities of human being like walking, handshaking, running etc. The humans 
offer maximum stress on the household robots in order to meet the completion of any kinds of 
household tasks. The humanoid robot can also act like a soldier in a war. The most elementary 
activity of humanoid robot includes walking pattern in complex environments. It offers a challenge 
to make the robots intelligently so that it could produce efficient walking patterns like human being 
in a complex environment. It includes extreme effort to deal with the complex parameters of 
humanoid robot for generating the accurate gait patterns in an efficient manner. 
 
The basic concept of Central Pattern Generator (CPG) is actively related to the number of living 
species which produces a sequence of cyclic motor patterns. There has been represented a set 
of pattern generating systems or a class of neural circuits which are able to produce cyclic 
movements [9-11]. As per the biomechanical concept is concerned about the construction of CPG 
it happens to be a group constituted by the artificial neurons.  These artificial neurons are called 
oscillators which are capable of producing an oscillatory signal output without any external 
periodic input. This concept of artificial neural network which is based on the central pattern 
generator has been used in the field of human gait biomechanics along with in robotics [11]. 
 
The main objective of this work is “To build a CPG based model by using Rayleigh Oscillators 
and train this CPG by stable human gait oscillation to generate the human like biped locomotion 
for biped robot”. 

 
Contribution Done in This Paper 

� Active participation of only four major joints for two legs in our work i.e. left hip, knee and 
Right hip, Knee.  

� The design prototype of CPG model has been satisfied by establishing the coupling 
equation for Two-Way coupling between four different Rayleigh Oscillators for four joints 
to design our CPG model. 

� Acquisition of the stable human walking data by a self made biometric suit called IGOD 
[1] and manipulates the optimized coupling parameters for our CPG model with that 
captured data using GA. 

� Generate the human like walking pattern for the biped robot and check the stability. 
� Simulate the generated human like biped locomotion by our designed CPG model into 

Spring Flamingo robot in YOBOTICS environment. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
In the robotics society, we are progressively using the C.P.G. models. The different views of CPG 
models are designed for robots including connectionist models (e.g. Lu, Ma, Li; Arena, 2000, & 
Wang, 2005), and some models created by coupled oscillators (e.g. Ijspeert et al.; Kimura et al.; 
Williamson et al.;) [16-22]. In some infrequent cases, some spiking neural models are used (e.g. 
Lewis et al.) [23]. Almost all implementations consist of some sets of Coupled Differential 
Equations which are integrated numerically on the processor or on a microcontroller. Most likely 
the only exceptions that are CPGs. these CPGs are unswervingly realized in hardware, which is 
on a chip (e.g. Schimmel et al. 1997, DeWeerth et al.) [27] or with the analog electronics (Still & 
Tilden, 1998). Also up to some scope which is associated to CPG research are quasi-cyclic 
movements governed by chaotic maps. 
 
The CPG models have been widely used in the control of a variety of distinct robots and also in 

control of different modes of locomotion. The CPG models have already been used for hexapod 

and octopod robots. This has been inspired by pest locomotion like Arena, Frasca, etc. 

 

Practical implementation of CPG in knee active prosthetic limb development was proposed by G. 
C. Nandi et al. [12, 13]. Some CPG model simulation in Matlab was done by M. H. Kassim et al. 
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and A. Carlos De Filho [14, 15]. Behavior control of robot using Nonlinear Dynamics was 
proposed by Nakamura et al. [24-26]. Table 1 shows some more related work. 
 

Author Methodology Robot 

Aoi et al. 
[28] 

Turning walk of biped robot, locomotion control using Euler angle, 
joint angle Lagrange equation & vision base turning control. 

Biped robot 

Ding et 
al.[29] 

Motion control & dynamic modeling. Amphibious bio-
mimetic robot 

Takahashi 
et al. [30] 

Control strategy for more natural & efficient biped locomotion 
using Matsouka oscillator & Lagrange equation. 

Mechanical model 

Inada et 
al. [31] 

CPG parameter search by genetic algorithm using Matsouka 
oscillator 

Biped robot 

Liu et al. 
[32] 

Locomotion control using 4 mutually coupled Vanderpol oscillator. AIBO robot 

Xiao et al. 
[33] 

Biped locomotion generation using Matsouka oscillator with 
parameters optimize by genetic algorithm. 

Biped robot with 
heterogeneous 
leg(BRHL) 

Kurita et 
al. [34] 

Rotation, manipulation of dexterous hand using Matsouka 
oscillator. 

Finger Gait type 
robot 

Nishikawa 
et al. [35] 

Dynamics of Hopf oscillator within limit cycle for designing the 
CPG. 

Biped robot 

Matsuo et 
al. [36] 

Bio-mimetic motion control using Matsouka oscillator. Multilink mobile 
robot 

Osaku et 
al. [37] 

CPG technique to swing of arm using Matsouka oscillator. Humanoid model & 
environment model 

Huang et 
al. [38] 

Aim to achieve coordination to CPG & asymptotically stable 
walking behavior using Matsouka oscillator. 

Biped robot 

 
TABLE 1: Related Work. 

 
3. EXPLANATION OF RELEVANT TERMS USED IN THIS PAPER 
 
3.1 Biped Locomotion 
Biped locomotion means walk or running on two legs in an upright position. Static stability on both 
legs is simple however maintaining a dynamic stability during locomotion is extremely difficult 
since it transferred from one leg to another with intermediate phase where the entire weight of the 
body is on one of the legs. Figure 1 describes the different phases of the biped locomotion. 

 
FIGURE 1: Details of biped locomotion. 

 

3.2 Central Pattern Generator (CPG) 
The concept of Central Pattern Generator is inherited from nature [3]. In this approach it is not 
mandatory to know the entire information about the robot dynamics. This method implies more 
adaptive to generate controllers for two leg walking. In this method there are some type of 
reflexes which are used to control the balance and the effect generated by the external force. 
These reflexes can also be used as the feedback for the system [2].    
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The CPG are oscillator based controller. So the theory of limit cycle is used and this is very well-
situated for the bipedal walking phenomenon. These oscillators can regenerate the stability 
against some weak external input. These can persist also in the stable state on the small 
disturbance in the preliminary circumstances. This method can be of two types, the open loop 
and the closed loop method. 
 
The concept of limit cycle was taken from Nonlinear Dynamic System “The Limit cycle is a cycle 
that is isolated and closed trajectory” [5]. Figure 2 shows the limit cycle according to the system 
stability. 

 
 

FIGURE 2: Limit Cycle according to the stability. 

 
3.3 Intelligent Gait Oscillation Detector (IGOD) 
Intelligent Gait Oscillation Detector (IGOD) is a self made rotation sensor based biometric suit 
which is used to capture different major joints [(Hip, Knee, Shoulder, Elbow) × 2] in terms of angle 
value oscillations involved in human locomotion [1]. In our work we have only considered two hip 
joints and two knee joints. Figure 3 depicts the rear and front view of IGOD suit. Figure 4 and 5 
shows the human gait pattern for both hip joints and both knee joints respectively captured by 
IGOD suit for a particular person’s locomotion.  
 

 
 

FIGURE 3: (a) Rear (b) Front view of IGOD [1]. 
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             FIGURE 4:  Gait pattern of both hip joints [1].                     FIGURE 5: Gait pattern of both knee joints [1]. 

 
3.4 Rayleigh Oscillators 
Rayleigh Oscillator is a Relaxation Oscillator. It means the oscillator is based upon performance 
of the physical system and with the condition of returning to the equilibrium position after being 
perturbed (small external force).  
 
The second order differential equation of the Rayleigh oscillator is 
     Without forced condition and 
      For forced condition. 
 
Here µ parameter controls the amount of voltage (energy) goes into our system. α is frequency 
controlling the technique in which voltage flows in the system. Now we are trying to show that 
how different parameters of this oscillator will affects the pattern. Figure 6 represents the Matlab 
plot of a vs. time t and Figure 7 represents the limit cycle of a Rayleigh Oscillator where α=1, 
µ=0.5, p=1. Figure 8 show that a vs. t plot where α=1, µ=0.5, p=50 and Figure 9 show that a vs. t 
plot where α=1, µ=0.2, p=1. 

 

   
 
   FIGURE 6: Plot of a vs. time t. where α=1, µ=0.5.  FIGURE 7: Limit Cycle of Rayleigh Oscillator where α=1, µ=0.5, p=1. 

 

 
 
   FIGURE 8:  Plot of a vs. time t. where α=1, µ=0.5, p=50.          FIGURE 9: Pot of a vs. time t. where α=1, µ=0.2, p=1. 
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3.5 YOBOTICS SIMULATOR 

YOBOTICS is a simulation tool for robot simulation. It is a very good software package to simple 
and rapidly generating simulations for mechanical system like biped locomotion, biomechanical 
model regarding robots [4]. This simulator has Java based API. Figure 10 shows the different 
components of YOBOTICS robotics simulation tool. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 10:  GUI window of YOBOTICS simulation software with a Spring Flamingo robot. 

 

4. MODELING THE CPG 
In our work we modeled the CPG according to the concept of Nonlinear Dynamic System (NDS). 
According to the NDS concept if we can couple the relaxation oscillators then the system can be 
able to produce different rhythmic patterns and also we can be able to check the system stability 
according to this concept. The CPG model with all four Two-Way coupled Rayleigh oscillators is 
shown in Figure 11 (a) and Figure 11 (b) showing the different coupling parameters.  
 

      
 

FIGURE 11: CPG Model (a) Oscillators position with Two-Way coupling and (b) Different coupling parameters. 
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In this figure O1, O2, O3, O4 represent four Rayleigh oscillators. k12, k21 are coupling parameters 
between oscillator O1 and O2. k24, k42 are parameters between oscillator O1 and O4. The 
parameters between oscillator O3 and O4 are k34 and k43, and k31, k13 are parameter between 
oscillator O1 and O3. 
 
4.1 Rayleigh Oscillator Coupling  
As we already did the basic architecture of the modeling of the CPG then the implementation 
phase comes into under consideration. The implementations are categorized into two different 
parts.   
 
First part in our model, we started placing the Rayleigh oscillators at the different rhythm 
generating position i.e. left side knee, right side knee, left side hip and right side hip location. 
These four Rayleigh oscillators are as follows that are in the form of second order differential 
equation. 
 
For Right side Hip oscillator equation:           ä1 – α1 (1-d1 á1

2
) á1 + µ1

2
 (a1-a10) = 0   -------- (A) 

For the Left side Hip oscillator equation:        ä2 – α2 (1-d 2á2
2
) á2 + µ2

2
 (a2-a20) = 0 --------- (B) 

For the Right side Knee oscillator equation:  ä3 – α3 (1-d3á3
2
) á3 + µ3

2
 (a3 – a30) = 0 -------- (C) 

For Left side Knee oscillator equation:           ä4 – α4 (1-d4á4
2
) á4 + µ4 (a4 –a40) = 0 ---------- (D) 

 
Here these parameter d1, d2, d3, d4, µ1

2
, µ2

2
 µ3

2
 µ4

2
, α1, α2, α3, α4 refer to positive constants in the 

Rayleigh oscillators. Changing these parameters permit the modification of the frequency of 
generated signal and amplitude of generated signal. 
 
Solve the second order differential equation is very complicated. So, now we are representing the 
first order equation of A, B, C and D are written below: 

 
Form equation (A) we found  
   á1 = z1 and ź1 = α1 (1-d1z1

2
) z1 - µ1

2
 (a1 – a10) ---------- (e) 

Form equation (B) we found 
á2 = z2 and ź2 = α2 (1-d2 z2

2
) z2 - µ 2

2
 (a2 – a20) ---------- (f) 

Form equation (C) we found 
   á3 = z3 and ź3 = α3 (1-d3z3

2
) z3 – µ3

2
 (a3 – a30) ---------- (g) 

Form equation (D) we found 
   á4 = z4 and ź4 = α4 (1-d4z4

2
) z4 – µ4

2
 (a4 – a40) --------- (h) 

 
The four Rayleigh oscillators in our model will produce four output signals autonomously. Here, all 
oscillators are not affecting each other because there is no coupling. In order to produce the 
preferred rhythmical output pattern next task is to be linked with all oscillators with each other or 
coupling them.  
 
Secondly we have done interconnection among all the four oscillators related with each other. In 
this work the coupling concept has been introduced which basically includes two types of 
coupling. One is refereeing One-Way coupling and other is directing to Two-Way coupling. In this 
paper a Two-Way coupling technique has been applied. In Two-Way coupling type, if two or more 
oscillators are interrelated then all the oscillators’ effect on each other. It has been observed that 
first oscillator effects on second oscillator and second oscillator effects on first one for linking the 
all of four Rayleigh oscillators that are used for left side knee, right side knee, left side hip and 
right side hip location. In order to provide encouragement this idea came from the association 
among left side knee, right side knee, left side hip and right side hip joints of humans at the time 
of simple walking. If we talk about biped locomotion in human being a situation is arrived at locate 
one leg is in stance phase (on ground) the other side leg is in the situation of swing phase (in air) 
[refer to Fig. 1]. As a result, we can always exempt phase association stuck between the left side 
knee’s joint angle & right side knee’s joint angle the hip angle differently other is knee joint angles 
are synchronized. If we talk about hip difference angle then we can say that it gives an oscillatory 
performance throughout locomotion, angle difference oscillates in mean while positive value and 
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then negative values. 
 
Therefore all the four oscillators are interlinked to do so facts discussed in above section. These 
second order differential equation showing all four oscillators has considered only one term in 
account of feedback from one to other oscillator. Following are the equation for this system after 
coupling oscillators: 

 
ä1 – α1 (1 – d1á1

2
) á1 + µ1

2
 (a1 – a10) – k13 (á3 (a3 - a30)) – k12 (á1 – á2) = 0 ---- (i) 

 
ä2 – α2 (1 – d2á2

2
) á2 + µ2

2
 (a2 – a20) – k24 (á4 (a4 – a40)) – k21 (á2 – á2) = 0 ---- (j) 

 
ä3 – α3 (1 – d3á3

2
) á3 + µ3

2
 (a3 – a30) – k31 (á1 (a1 – a10)) – k34 (á3 – á4) = 0 ---- (k) 

 
ä4 – α4 (1 – d4á4

2
) á4 + µ4

2
 (a4 – a40) – k42 (á2 (a2 – a20)) – k43 (á4 – á3) = 0 ---- (l) 

 
4.2 Optimization of CPG Parameters Using GA     
Now we need to optimize the different parameters of CPG. In our work we choose Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) as an optimization technique. The fitness function for GA is the difference 
between angles that is joint angles generated by our CPG model and the joint angle captured by 
IGOD suit. Here e(t) is the difference between the angle value in time t. So the fitness function is 
 

Ed(t) = β1 e (t) + β2 de(t)  ⁄  dt + β3 ∫ e(t) dt ------- (p) 
 

β1, β2 and β3 considered as Proportional Constant, Differential Constant and Integral Constant 
respectively. According to our fitness function reduce the function value means reduce the angle 
difference that means we are going towards the generation of natural human like walking pattern 
by our CPG model for our robot. 
 
Now differentiating the equation (p) with respect to t : 
 

β1  de(t) ⁄ dt + β2  d
2
e(t) ⁄ dt

2
   + β3 e(t) = dEd(t) ⁄ dt  -- (q) 

 
Now consider that the system is in steady state condition that means system within the virtual 
static state. In condition of steady state is de(t) ⁄ dt → 0, d

2
e(t) ⁄ dt

2 → 0. We know that Ed(t) is 
constant and β3e (t) = 0,  but β3 is not equals to 0 because this is considered as positive constant, 
that means e(t)  → 0 ------- (r). 
 
Hence we can say that the fitness function reduces the fault. Therefore the fitness function (p) will 
decrease the steady state error to 0. 
 

5. ANALYSIS OF OUR CPG MODEL 
In this part we will show the CPG parameters we obtain from GA and the walking pattern 
generated by our CPG model. In our work the fitness function (p) is converged to 0.001, that 
means e(t)  → 0.001 . So the optimized value we get from GA is k12=.2111, k13=.1125, k24=.1129, 
k21=.3010, k31=.1125, k34=.2012, k42=.1129, k43=.2012, α1=.0314, α2=.0220, α3=.0208 and 
α4=.0308. 
 
Figure 12 shows the rhythmic patterns generated by our CPG model. 
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FIGURE 12:  The pattern generated by our CPG model of different joints (a) Angle vs. Time graph were angle is in degree 
and time is in Second. (b) Velocity vs. Time graph. 

 
Now coming to the phase space trajectory graphs those are also known as limit cycle which 
should be in stable state for stable walking of a Robot. Figure 13, 14, 15 and 16 shows the phase 
space trajectory graph for left knee, left hip, right knee and right hip respectively. All these phase 
diagram start from Origin and converged to constant oscillatory swinging action and have a stable 
limit cycle.  
 

   
 

FIGURE 13: Phase diagram of Left Knee joint.                    FIGURE 14:  Phase diagram of Left Hip joint. 

 

   
 
        FIGURE 15: Phase diagram of Right Knee joint.                   FIGURE 16: Phase diagram of Right Hip joint. 

 
6. SIMULATION 
In our work we have used Matlab 7.5 and YOBOTICS robotics simulation environment. The 
Differential equation solver presented in Matlab 7.5 is used for modeling the CPG. The 
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implementation part of GA is also done in Matlab 7.5. This experiment provides us some patterns 
those are being tested on YOBOTICS simulator with a Spring Flamingo Robot. It also gives the 
oscillatory activity of the CPG where angle are considered in radian. 
 
In this environment spring damper system is used for modeling the ground. The coefficient of the 
spring is 40000N/m and 100N/m for damping. The Ts is time interval having value 0.5ms. The 
pattern we have got from CPG given to this simulator is in the form of CSV (Comma Separated 
Value) file format. In this simulator we can export the CSV file and run it freely. Since CPG is 
matched to an actual human gait oscillation; the ratio of the limb dimension has been kept similar 
to that of a human. After running it we will get the pattern and intended to prove of our CPG 
model is working or not. Figure 17 is the snap shot of a walking Spring Flamingo robot from three 
camera view in YOBOTICS environment. Figure 18 shows the each joint oscillation activity when 
the Spring Flamingo robot is walking. Figure 19 shows the state diagram of our robot within a 
particular gait cycle when the robot is walking. Figure 20 shows the plot of the robot state 
diagram. 

   

   
 

FIGURE 17: Walking of a Spring Flamingo robot.                         FIGURE 18: Oscillation activity of each joint. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 19: Shows the state of left and right legs when the robot is walking. (A) Left leg is in straightening state while 
right is in support state. (B) Left leg is in support state while right is in swing state. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 20: Plot of the state diagram when the robot is walking. 
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FIGURE 21: Angle (in radian) vs. Time (in ms) graph (a) for left knee and (b) for right knee. 

 

   
 

FIGURE 22: Angle (in radian) vs. Time (in ms) graph (a) for left hip and (b) for right hip. 

 
Figure 21 (a), 21 (b), 22 (a), 22 (b) shows the different robot joint oscillations (e.g. left knee, right 
knee, left hip and right hip respectively) angle (in radian) vs. time (in ms) plot. All these four 
figures are extremely correlated with the actual human data captured by the IGOD suit [refer to 
Figure 4 and 5]. 
 

7. CONSLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
In our entire research work we have shown the major contribution of Rayleigh oscillator for the 
modeling of the nonlinear based CPG controller for biped locomotion. This model involves only 
four joints in our research work. It allows us to measure the accurate gait pattern influenced by 
four joints. The application of CPG based model can be depicted on humanoid robot HOAP 2 
(Humanoid Open Architecture Platform 2) to deal with 26 joints of full body oscillation. An 
exclusive CPG based controller can be designed to generate accurate gait pattern for biped 
oscillation of humanoid robot. A Sensory feedback control can be considered to deal with 
perturbation like wind slopes etc to give huge impact on nonlinear dynamical system. The 
sensory feedback control is pertaining with the extension of sensory inputs which are needed to 
deal with the environment in an interactive way. 
 
It is a very complex task to generate rhythmic movement of bipedal robot. So a CPG based 
model has been constructed using Rayleigh oscillator inspired by biologically CPG based model.    
It gives us drawbacks which can be resolved by another technique called CPG based controller 
using MATSUOKA oscillator [6-8]. In this work we have considered only 4 major joints to simulate 
the gait oscillations but the inclusion of more other joints of human body indicates the 
construction of a robust nonlinear oscillator for generation of rhythmic pattern of bipedal robot. 
Despite of the simulation work presented on human gait oscillation we would suggest to use this 
nonlinear controller on real humanoid robot in the real environment.  
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Abstract 

 
Since multi-targets often occur in most applications, it is required that multi-robots are grouped to 
work on multi-targets simultaneously. Therefore, this paper proposes a control method for a 
single-master multi-slave (SMMS) teleoperator to control cooperative mobile multi-robots for a 
multi-target mission. The major components of the proposed control method are the robot-target 
pairing method and modified potential field based leader-follower formation. 
 

The robot-target paring method is derived from the proven auction algorithm for a single target 
and is extended for multi-robot multi-target cases, which optimizes effect-based robot-target 
pairing based on heuristic and sensory data. The multi-robot multi-target pairing method can 
produce a weighted attack guidance table (WAGT), which contains benefits of different robot-
target pairs. The robot-target pairing converges rapidly - as is the case for auction algorithms with 
integer benefits.  
 
Besides, as long as optimal robot-target pairs are obtained, a team is split into subteams formed 
by paired robots regarding types and numbers of the robot-target pairs with the robot-target 
pairing method. The subteams approach and then capture their own paired targets in the 
modified potential field based leader-follower formation while avoiding sensed obstacles.  
  Simulation studies illustrate system efficacy with the proposed control method for multi-target 
operations. Moreover, the paper is concluded with observations of enhanced system 
performance. 
 
Keywords: Teleoperation, Multi-target Operations, and Multi-agent Systems. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Cooperative control of multi-agent robotic systems has been investigated in recent years [36, 47], 
especially for tasks that cannot be handled by a single robot. It can improve dexterity of robots 
and enlarge application fields of robots. Furthermore, Fox et. al. [19] have demonstrated that 
multi-robots can localize themselves faster and more accurately if they exchange information 
about their positions whenever they sense each other. Moreover, using several low-cost robots 
introduces redundancy and therefore is more fault tolerant than having only one powerful and 
expensive robot. Therefore, there have been many cooperative control methods, e.g. the 
behavior based formation control, virtual structure approach, leader-follower approach, and 
potential field based control method for multi-robot navigation and searching [2,12,26,29,42,43]. 
  Balch and Arkin [2] presented behavior based formation control. The temporary distortion in a 
formation was used to avoid obstacles. However, the system is not able to be analyzed in terms 
of simple mathematic equations. Therefore, exact formation control of the system cannot be 
guaranteed. Lalish et. al. [26] suggested the virtual structure approach by considering the robot 
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formation as a single virtual rigid structure. The behavior of the whole group is totally predictable, 
and its formation is precisely maintained. However, a wider inter-robot communication is 
necessary, which causes more communication delays. Desai et. al. [12] proposed a leader-
follower approach. One or more robots are designated as the leader(s) and responsible for 
guiding the formation. The other robots are required to follow the leader(s) with predefined 
clearances. This leader-follower approach has some benefits, e.g. its simplicity, modularity, and 
reliability of the system and no need for heavy computation. However, the whole team is 
potentially subjected to system malfunctions if the leader(s) break(s) down. In addition, there is a 
risk that the followers get too close to each other while only keeping a constant leader-follower 
distance without considering the follower-follower distances. Due to no interconnection between 
the followers, the follower cannot distinguish between its team robots and obstacles. Therefore, if 
the robot-robot distance that the robot needs to maintain in the team is different from the robot-
obstacle distance that the robot needs to keep from the obstacles, the follower may hit the other 
robot or obstacle. Artificial potential functions have been extensively used for multi-robot 
navigation and control [3,8,14,20,29,41,44]. The robots are attracted to the target while being 
repulsed from the obstacles as if the robots and obstacles as positive ions and the target as a 
negative ion were in potential fields. 
 
By comparing those above mentioned approaches, the potential function based approaches 
seemed to be useful tools from the view points of flexibility of configurations of robotic teams, 
automatic avoidance of collisions of team robots, and stability of maintaining formations. 
However, the multiple fields can sum to a vector with a zero magnitude. If the robot was being 
attracted to a point behind the box canyon, the attractive vector would cancel the repulsive vector 
and the robot would remain stationary because all forces would cancel out.  This is called a local 
minima problem [2,21,29,38,48]. 
 
Besides, all control methods discussed above for the robot cooperation are only for the fully 
autonomous robots. Nonetheless, the unstructured nature of the worksite environments and the 
limitations of the current sensors and computer decision-making technologies prohibit the use of 
fully autonomous systems for the operations [1,17,18,22,27,28,37]. Therefore, it is required that 
the human decision making be involved in the systems. Teleoperators, in which a human 
operator is an integral part of the control, are established to integrate the human decisions to the 
control loop of the systems. In order to minimize the required human resources and amplify the 
human effort, a single-master multi-slave (SMMS) teleoperation is considered in this paper 
[17,18, 22, 27, 28, 33,37]. 
 
Nevertheless, that a teleoperated robot may be of varying types with varying capabilities and 
limitations places significant cognitive pressure on the operator. As has been demonstrated in 
urban search and rescue activities [19], simply remotely operating a robotic system in a 
challenging environment precludes significant secondary cognitive effort (such as scanning 
rubble for survivors). The difficulties will be compounded when the human operator remotely 
guides multiple robots in a rapidly evolving operational environment. Therefore, it is required that 
some local robotic intelligence is added to the SMMS teleoperator to relieve human burden and 
enhance the performance. Nonetheless, so far a few papers have discussed the semi-
autonomous SMMS teleoperation issues. Moreover, most of them were only focused on a single 
target operation. 
 
However, most applications [45,46] e.g. military operation, space exploration, rescue mission, 
and etc, require a team of robots to form several subteams to capture multi-targets 
simultaneously. Therefore, the robot-target pairing method is needed to identify a proper target 
that can be captured by a suitable subteam of robots. Many different methods have been widely 
applied in fully automatic coordinated multi-robotic systems [9,11,15,30,32,35,39]. Those 
methods are a genetic or improved genetic [9,10,16,34], ant colony system [15,30], swarm 
particle optimization (SPO) [11,32], market-based approaches [13,23,24,31], and auction or 
decentralized cooperation auction [25,35,39]. Nonetheless, some of them [9,30,32] can have a 
slow convergence to the global optimum when the others [13,39] have no ability to stably 
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converge to a global optimum. Hence, Bogdanowicz and Coleman et. al. [4] proposed a pairing 
method for optimization of effect-based weapon-target pairing to decide a preferred weapon-
target combination by scanning a heuristic attack guidance table. Different from those previously 
mentioned methods, it is a rule and function based method. Therefore, it can converge rapidly 
and produce a suboptimal solution stably. Nonetheless, it is derived based on some heuristic data 
that come from human experiences. 
 
Due to the above mentioned problems, in this paper, the primary objective is to develop a control 
method for a SMMS teleoperation system to cooperatively control mobile multi-robots for a multi-
target mission. Primary components of the proposed method are (1) modified potential field 
based leader-follower formation and (2) robot-target pairings. During the operation, the human 
operator only concentrates on teleoperating a team leader robot. All other team robots 
autonomously make a formation with regard to its positions and velocities based on sensory 
information. Therefore, the formation is able to be adapted by modifying their paths for obstacle 
avoidance and target pursuit in the modified potential field based leader-follower formation. As 
soon as the team is near the multi-targets, with the proposed robot-target pairing method, optimal 
robot-target pairs are computed, and according to them, the team is autonomously split into 
several subteams that are paired to appropriate targets. A subteam leader is selected based on 
all robot functionalities and proximity to targets to lead each subteam. Each subteam leader is 
able to guide all subteam robots to work on the paired targets when the subteam robots move 
with respect its motion. 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the control method that integrates the 
primary components to capture multiple targets simultaneously with multiple subteams 
independently for is proposed. This system with the proposed control method is aimed at relieving 
human operator burden of teleoperating a robot team that is formed by several sub-teams in a 
complex environment to handle multi-targets simultaneously. In Section 3, the conditional 
transparency [5], i.e. the transparency if no human induced error is found, and effectiveness of 
the task achievement of the SMMS teleoperation system with the proposed control method were 
evaluated through simulation studies. Section 4 concludes this paper and shows future research 
directions. 
 

2. SEMI-AUTONOMOUS TELEOPERATION CONTROL METHOD FOR A 
MULTI-ROBOTS-MULTI-TARGETS APPROACH 

This paper proposes a control method for the semi-autonomous SMMS teleoperation to work on 
a multi-target mission. The major components of the control method are (1) modified potential 
field based leader-follower formation and (2) robot-target pairings. They are described in details in 
the following. During robot navigation to targets, a team/subteam moves in (1) modified potential 
field based leader-follower formation. Nonetheless, as long as the team is close enough to the 
targets, it will be split into subteams that are paired to suitable targets with (2) robot-target pairing 
method. Therefore, in the following, the two components are discussed and formulated in detail. 
 
2.1 Modified Potential Field Based Leader-follower Formation 
In order that the slave multi-robots can autonomously avoid the obstacles and keep a distance 
from other neighboring robots simultaneously while tracking the target, the approach that the 
most commonly has been used is potential field based formation control. Nonetheless, the 
potential field based formation control has the local minima problem [29], which can hold the 
robots in a specified formation while in motion. Therefore, the potential field based formation is 
modified into the one with a prioritized bonding between slave neighboring robots in this paper. 
The strength of the bonding between neighboring robots varies depending on which two robots 
are connected.  
 

For example, the bonding between neighboring team/subteam Leader and 1−Follower is the 

strongest when the one between team/subteam nFollower − and Leader is the weakest if there 

are n robots. Furthermore, as soon as the subteam is formed, only bonding between subteam 
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robots exists when the subteam followers move only with regard to their subteam leader. Thus, 
the team/subteam formation becomes adaptive due to attraction to targets and repulsion from 
obstacles. However, no team/subteam robot is left behind due to the robot-robot bonding with 
different strengths, and no subteam robot movement is affected by other subteam/team robot 
motion because of the elimination of the bonding between the subteam and irrelevant robots. 
 
Besides, the team leader tracks the human commanded positions when the subteam leaders 
follow the reference positions to capture the targets and avoid obstacles and neighboring robots. 
In the potential field based leader-follower formation, all team/subteam follower paths are 
generated by a sum of attraction, repulsion, and prioritized bonding. All team/subteam leader 
paths are computed by a combination of the attraction and repulsion. In our discussion, we 

assume that for Robot i , the control input, 
i

i
u generated by using the potential field based leader-

follower formation method are typically of the form. 
 

                                                           
i

b

i

r

i

a

i

i
uuuu ++=                                                         (1) 

 

where for Robot i , 
i

a
u is the control input caused by the attraction to the targets. 

i

ru is the control 

input caused by the repulsion from the obstacles. 
i

bu is the control input caused by the robot-robot 

bonding for the team/subteam followers. 
i

bu can become zero for the team/subteam leaders. In 

the following, the control inputs due to (1) the attraction to the targets, (2) repulsion from the 
obstacles, and (3) bonding between robots are formulated and discussed. 
 
2.1.1 Attraction to Targets 

The control input 
i

au in Eq (1) derived from the target potential functions for the robot is 

formulated in Eq. (2). 
 

                                                               Ti

i

a
xu δϕ=                                                             (2) 

 

where Txδ is the sensed distance between Robot i and the paired target. Robot i can be any 

robot in a team or subteam. iϕ is a positive integer that becomes zero if the target is reached; 

otherwise, it is larger than zero. As shown in Eq. (2), if Robot i is getting closer to the paired 

target, 
i

au  is decreased. On the contrary, if it is leaving the paired target, 
i

au is increased. 

Therefore, it is attracted to the paired target all the time. 
 
2.1.2 Repulsion from Obstacles 

The control input 
i

ru in Eq (1) derived from the obstacle potential functions is written in Eq. (3). 

 

                                                  11 VbDku ee

i

r δδφ −−=                                                    (3) 

 

where for Robot i , six

G xV &
2
0

1 ∂
−=δ , and 2

0
1 x

HD
∂

−=δ . oxδ  is the sensed robot-obstacle distance. 

six is the position vector of Robot i . φ , G , H , ek , and eb are positive parameters. In Eq (3), 

i

ru  is increased when Robot i is heading toward obstacles. On the contrary, 
i

ru  is decreased 

when it is steering away from the obstacles. Thus, it is repulsed from the obstacles all the time. 
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2.1.3 Bonding Between Robots 

For team/subteam followers, the robot-robot bonding 
i

bu in Eq. (1) is prioritized regarding the 

roles of the neighboring robots and formulated in the following equation. 
 

                                                   ( )siisij

i

b xrku δ−−= min                                                        (4) 

 

where for ni ......1=  and nj ......1= , ji ≠ , ijk is the positive parameter. The bonding strength 

varies because of different roles of the neighboring robots bonding to each other. isr min
is the 

preferred distance that Robot i  needs to keep from neighboring robots. sixδ is the sensed 

distance between Robot i  and other robots. Therefore, the team/subteam followers move with 

regard to their team/subteam leader motion while keeping a predefined constant distance from 
team/subteam leader with Eq. (4) All team/subteam robots can also get around the obstacles with 
Eq. (3) and move toward the targets with Eq. (2) 
 
2.2 Robot-target Pairing Method 
The robot-target pairing method is sensor based and semi-distributed because all robots act 
largely independently in terms of planning for themselves but are able to take into account team 
resources by working on the tasks with other robots. It is more flexible than the centralized robot-
target pairing method [9,30,32] in that each individual robot can respond to different environment 
stimulus independently relying on its local sensory information. In addition, it is also more robust 
and reliable than the distributed robot-target pairing method [13,39] in that each robot also can 
take advantage of sharing team resources to work with other team robots. In this paper, the team 
leader not only takes human commands via a master robot but also works with the robot-target 
pairing method as an auctioneer to send and show all bid data e.g. robot-target distances and 
their base prices. The bid data are also online shared by all robots, team leader and followers. All 
other robots, e.g. team followers, act as bidders to form a subteam by themselves in order to 
maximize a sum of all follower bid values and bid on the targets when the corresponding task on 
the targets is performed by the cooperation of the subteam. In the subteam, the bidder with the 
maximum bid value is selected as a subteam leader. The subteam leader is responsible for 
monitoring and coordinating all subteam member actions. According to the largest bid proposed 
by the subteam, the auctioneer, the team leader, decides which subteam wins the bid with a 
restriction that only one target is gained by every subteam per auction. If all subteam bid values 
are smaller than the base price, or any team robot cannot compute its bid value due to insufficient 
sensed data surrounding the targets, the auctioneer obtains the bid. If any subteam already 
completes the task on the target, it will inform the auctioneer to cancel the bid. The proposed 
robot-target pairing method is formulated and further discussed in the following. 
 
2.2.1 Robot-target Pairing Formulation and Discussion 

Consider such a scenario, in a two-dimensional and limited rectangular environment X with 

Cn square cells, pn slave robots pursue en targets, for ep nn > . The set of the robots is denoted 

by a matrix of [ ]
pnaaaA .......21=  where 

pna is a robot matrix of pn . Robot Capability Vector j  

for Task t  is denoted by 
t

jĈ , pnj ≤≤1 and the set of targets is represented by a target matrix of 

[ ]
enTTTT .......21=  where 

enT is a target matrix of en . The vector representing the capability 

required to accomplish Task t  on TargetT  is denoted by 
T

tC , enT ≤≤1 . Agent TA ∪ denotes 

robot teams and targets. For simplification, we assume that both space and time can be 
quantized, therefore the environment can be regarded as a finite collection of cells, denoted by 

]....2,1[ cc nX = .There exist some static obstacles with fixed sizes and regular shapes, and their 

locations are determined by the mapping ,1,0: →cXm for ( ) 1, threshxMXx c ≥∈∀  indicates 
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that the cell x  is occupied by obstacles. ( ) 2, threshxMXx c ≤∈∀  indicates that the cell x  is 

free, where 12 threshthresh <  represents the threshold value between 0 and 1. Thus, each 

robot has different capabilities to complete different tasks on different targets. 
 

Robot capability - For Task t  and Robot j , the weighted capability vectors of Robot j can be 

defined as  
 

                                         { }[ ]Tt

ju

t

j

t

ju

t

j

t

j

T

j

t

j ccbbbdiagwC .......ˆ
121=                                              (5)   

 
where u  is the maximum number of the vectors, each of which represents the individual 

functionality. The set of robot matrices is rewritten into 





















=
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111

 where vn , for pv nn ≤<0 , 

is the total number of the robots in the team, and r , for enr ≤<0 is the total number of the 

tasks. 
t

jkc  is a capability vector for Functionality k and Task t . 
T

jw  is a positive integer such that 

for TargetT and Robot j , the following is satisfied. If the robot is assigned to the target, 0=T

jw ; 

otherwise, 1=T

jw . The uu × dimension diagonal matrix of 
t

jub  is used to estimate the 

percentage of possibility of using the 1×u  dimensional capability vector 
t

jC  to do Task t  by 

Robot j successfully. However, if Robot j  does not have Capability 
t

jkc , then 
t

jub  is 0. Each 

robot matrix in A  has weighted capability vectors, e.g. for Robot j and Task t , [ ]Tt

jjt Ca ˆ= . 

 
Capability Required Executing Tasks on Targets  
It is assumed that one target can be paired to two or more robots, but one robot can only be 

paired to one target. The capability vector that is required to accomplish Task t  on Target T  is 

defined as 
 

                                                 { } tu

T

tu

T

t

T

t CdiagC ββ ....
1

=                                                      (6) 

 

where the uu × dimension diagonal matrix of 
T

tuβ  is used to describe the percentage of possibility 

of using the 1×u dimension capability vector tuC with which the robot can finish Task t  on Target 

T . [ ]T

tuttu ccC ......
1

= when the total number of the vectors of the functionalities is u . tuc  is the 

capability vector that is required to complete Task t  with Functionality u . However, if Task t  

cannot be done successfully by any robot with the capability tuC on TargetT , then 
T

tuβ is 0. 

Otherwise, 
T

tuβ is 1. 

 
Subteam Capability  
The subteam is a combination of the multi-robots that work on Task t  cooperatively. For Robot 

j  and Task t , ( ) tjtj eaU =,  where te is one if Task t  is assigned; otherwise, it is zero, and ja is 

defined in Eq. (1) for 
minmax

aja ≥≥ , 1
min

≥a  , and pna ≤max  where 

( ) sp naan =+− 1/ minmax  where sn  is the total number of subteams, and 
max

a  and 
min

a are the 
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number of the first and last robots forming Subteam y , respectively. Subteam y is represented 

by a matrix of 

















=

),(),(

)1,()1,(

maxmin

maxmin

........

...........................

......

rara

aa

y

UU

UU

D where r  is the total number of tasks. Then, matrix 

A  denoting a robot team formed by subteams, one of which is represented by yD , is rewritten 

into { }qy DDDA .........1=   where q  is the total number of the combinations of multi-robots 

(robot subteams) in the team. For Robot j  and Task t , if 0ˆ >t

jC , then 

 

                                                        ( )
t

jtj CQ ˆ
, =         for     1≥≥ jn p                                    (7) 

 

where { }
),(),1( ..... tnt p

QQQ =  is a positive integer. Subteam y  capability vector for Task t is 

defined as 

                                                             ∑
=

=

=
a

b

ba

yj

yj

tj

y

tyy
QC

),(),:(

~
                                                 (8) 

 

where 
ab

yy − , 
ab

yy ≥∀ , is the total number of the robots in Subteam y . 
a

y  is the first and 

b
y is the last indices of the elements in the matrix of Q  for Task t  and Subteam y .  Subteam y  

is able to perform Task t  on TargetT  if the condition, 
y

tyy

T

t ba
CC ),:(

~
≤ ,  is satisfied. Robot j  is 

selected as a subteam leader when its magnitude of the capability vector 
t

jĈ is largest in the 

same subteam. It is assumed that the subteam leader knows all capability information about its 
subteam members. 
 
2.2.2 Bidding Winner Determination 
 

 
 

TABLE 1: Weighted Attack Guidance Table (WAGT) 

 

In Table 1, nNm ,  is a positive integer weight for Subteam n  to bid on Target N . If ( )
n

Nyy ba
C ,:

~
 is 

smaller than the base price which is a positive integer, or Target N  has already been assigned to 

Robot Subteam n , nNm ,  is 0. Otherwise, nNm , is 1. By arranging nNm , and 
N

n
B into Table 1, 

called Weighted Attack Guidance Table (WAGT), each row of WAGT corresponds to a target and 

Robot Subteam (1 to n ) when n  is the total number of the subteams formed in the team. In 

addition, each column of WAGT corresponds to a robot combination (Robot Subteam) that works 

on Targets (1 to N ) when N is the total number of the targets. Therefore, there are the N rows 

and n  columns in WAGT. The scanning proceeds from the first to the last column. Hence, the 

robot combination (Robot Subteam) specified in column i  takes precedence over combination of 
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robots specified in column 1+i . For example, for Subteam n , Task t , and Target N , the bid 

value is weighted as follows. 
 

                                                 ( )( )N

tn

N

t

n

tyy

N

n XCCB
ba

−−= 1
~

),:(                                             (9) 

 

where
N

tn
X  is the positive integer weight for Subteam n  to do Target N . If Task t  is the most 

preferred by Subteam n  to be done on Target N  when 
N

n
B  is the maximum value of the 

element in the matrix of ( )nNB ,
~

 , then 
N

tn
X =0. Otherwise, 

N

tn
X =1. Therefore, based on the 

given subteams, targets, tasks, WAGT, and optimization of the robot-target pairing that is 
described below, the bidding winner determination is made. 
The optimization of the robot-target pairing is formulated as follows. Given Subteam y , Targets 

N , Tasks t , and WAGT, an assignment of the subteam is found in such a format that WAGT is 

produced, and its corresponding objective function in Eq.(10) is maximized within the given 
constraints in Eqs. (11) and (12). Therefore, we can state the optimization problem as follows. For 

Target N  and Subteam n−1  as seen in Table 1, the objective function is 

( ) ( )[ ]
nN

N

nN

N mBmBNObjFun ,1,1 ......)( = . 

 

                                             Maximize            )(NObjFun                                                (10) 

 
Subject to 
 

                                                                ∑
=

=

≥
ny

y

yNm
1

, 0                                                         (11) 

 

                                                              ( )∑
=

=

≥
ny

y

yNB
1

0,
~

                                                     (12) 

 

where yNm ,  is defined in Table 1. Initially, all yNm ,  is equal to one if no subteam is assigned to 

any target. However, if Subteam y  is assigned to Target N , yNm ,  is equal to zero 0& ≠∀ Ny  

. Hence, Subteam y that proposes the maximum affordable value )( , yN

N

y mB  can win Target N  

by solving Eqs (10) within the constraints Eqs. (11) and (12). By using the proposed robot-target 
pairing method, the robot-target pairs are stored into the resulted matrix e.g. a subteam-target 

pair matrix 
I

J  and given WAGT. For instances, Subteam y  is paired to Target N  when 

Subteam )1( +y  is paired to Target 1+N . The subteam-target pair matrix, 
I

J  is written as 

[ ]1,.., += NNJ
I

when the first and second columns of the 
I

J  represent which target is 

properly paired to Subteam y  and 1+y , respectively. In order to make the system be able to 

split its team into subteams to work on different targets simultaneously, the robot-target pairing 

method can also generate reference positions 
r

X  to each subteam robot to move toward its 

target point by transforming 
I

J  based on WAGT. 

 
2.3 SMMS Teleoperator With Modified Potential Field Based Leader-follower Formation 

and Robot-target Pairing Methods 
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Figure 1 represents the overall architecture of the SMMS teleoperation system with the proposed 
control methods. The master and slave subsystems in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, are 
connected over the wireless internet. The difference from the system proposed in our papers [5] 
is that the slave subteam is operated fully autonomously with the modified potential field based 
leader-follower formation method when the team leader is teleoperated by a human operator. 

 
                                  (a) Master subsystem 
 

         
                  (b) Slave subsystem (leader/follower) 
               
                     FIGURE 1: Modified SMMS system 

 
In order to simplify a problem, the robot is not supposed to move so fast that the nonlinear 
coefficients of the robotic dynamic equation can be ignored. The proposed system shown in 
Figure 1 can be formulated into the following equations of motion with integration of the modified 
potential field based leader-follower formation and robot-target pairing methods. 
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Master robot: 

                                                0=++
mmmmmm

eKeBeM &&&                                                 (13) 

 

Slave robot i : 

                               ( ) i

b

i

r

i

asisisisisisi
uuueKeBeM )1(1 λσ −−++=++ &&&                             (14) 

 

where for Robot i , 
i

a
u , 

i

r
u , and 

i

b
u  are defined in Eq (1). 

hmm
xxe −= , 

h
x  and 

m
x  are the 

human commanded and master sensed position vectors, respectively. 

( )( )
hidealmsisi

xxxxe ′−+′−= σσ 1 , 
si

x  is the position vector of the slave robot i . 
m

x′  is the 

transmitted master position vector. 
ideal

x′  is the reference position vector computed with respect 

to 
m

x′ before a subteam is formed or 
r

X  generated by transforming 
I

J  resulting from Eqs (10)-

(12) based on WAGT  after the subteam is formed.  σ  is the control parameters of Robot i . 

When Robot i  is selected as a team leader, σ  is turned into one; otherwise, it becomes zero. 

When Robot i  is appointed as a subteam leader, λ becomes one; otherwise, λ  is zero. 
m

B  is 

the master adaptive impedance matrix. 
m

M  is the inertia matrix of the master robot. 
m

K  is the 

control parameters for the linear diagonal master matrices. 
si

M  is the inertia matrices of the 

slave robot i . 
si

B  is the slave impedance matrix. 
si

K  is the control parameters for the linear 

diagonal slave matrices.  
 
By using Eqs. (13) and (14), the motion of the SMMS systems can be understood and modeled. 
The team moves toward a region full of multi-targets in the modified potential field based leader-
follower formation when only team leader is teleoperated by the human operator via the master 
robot and followers autonomously move with regard to its motion.   When the team is close to the 
targets, it can be split into subteams paired to targets with the robot-target pairing method by 

solving Eqs (10) within the constraints in Eqs (11) and (12). The robot-target matrix 
I

J  is 

computed based on WAGT and transformed into the reference positions for the subteam robots 
to approach and capture the paired targets. During navigation to the paired targets, the subteams 
automatically move in the modified potential field based leader-follower formation again. In the 
formation, all subteam followers move with regard to their subteam leader's motion while the 

subteam leader approaches a target point computed from
I

J . All subteam robots including the 

leader and followers can avoid obstacles while maintaining a formation. After the paired target is 
reached, a task, e.g. target capture, is performed by the paired subteam robots. 
  In the following section, the SMMS teleoperator modeled in Eqs (13) and (14) is simulated for a 
further study on enhancement of the performance in terms of conditional transparency [5] and 
task effectiveness. 
 

3. SIMULATION STUDIES 
In order to qualify and highlight the enhanced SMMS teleoperator performance, the scenario was 
that the SMMS system in Figure 2 with the one in [6,7] in Sim (1) and the proposed control 
methods in Sim (2)were properly simulated. Furthermore, Sim(1) and (2) were also subjected to 
the time-varying communication delay as shown in Figure 3. Results from Sim (1) and (2) are 
generated and compared to quantify and qualify the improvement of the performance in terms of 
conditional transparency [5] and task effectiveness. The simulation data from Sim (2) are 
discussed with findings from the research [9,13,32,39] to explicitly show advancement of 
convergence to an optimal solution to identify an appropriate subteam robot-target pair. The Sim 
(1) and (2) were set up in Table 2. 
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Human 

Operator

Master 

Positions

Master & Slave Positions

 
 

FIGURE 2: SMMS teleoperation simulation setup 
 

 
 

FIGURE 3: Time delays in simulations 
 

 
 

TABLE 2: SMMS simulations for a multi-target mission 

 
In simulations, the time dependent communication delay was simulated in Figure 3. The 
maximum communication delay of 0.1 second was chosen in the simulations because for the 
earth application, there is a critical value, beyond which the system tends to become unstable 
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[40]. In the simulations, as shown in Figure 2, the master robot was a joystick connected to a 
laptop that read human operator motion commands. It was able to transmit human commands to 
a virtual slave robot model over the simulated TCP/IP internet. The virtual slave robots in Figure 
2(b) including a team leader, subteam leaders, and followers were modeled in Matlab software 
and able to track the transmitted master and reference positions and velocities to execute the 
assigned tasks on the assigned targets. The slave robots also locally sensed the environments 
and then sent back the sensory information to the master robot. In the simulations, the slave 
robots were simulated as seven holonomic mobile platforms, each of which has two active 
wheels, and they formed a slave team. In addition, all of them did not have grippers. Moreover, 
there were six virtual static obstacles and two virtual targets in a virtual environment as shown in 
Figure 2. All target and robot positions were assumed to be known in the simulations, but 
obstacle positions were uncertain. The obstacles and targets were modeled as mass-spring-
damper systems [40] in the following equations. 
 
Targets: 

                                                      
TTTTTTT

FxKxBxM =++ &&&                                         (15) 

 
Obstacles: 

                                                       
ooooooo

FxKxBxM =++ &&&                                           (16) 

 

where 
T

M  and 
o

M  are the inertia matrices of the targets and obstacles, respectively. 
T

B  and 

o
B  are the damping coefficients of the targets and obstacles, respectively. 

T
K  and 

o
K  are the 

stiffness coefficients of the targets and obstacles, respectively. 
T

x and 
o

x  are the position 

vectors of the targets and the obstacles, respectively. The seven slave robots were run to 
approach two targets, Target A (TA) and B (TB), while getting around the seven static obstacles. 
All targets, TA and TB, were static. The simple task, object capture, was performed by the slave 
robots simultaneously. Each of the targets was captured by at least three mobile robots. TA and 
TB were fixed on the ground. They were being captured while being encircled by the slave robots. 
The simulations, Sim (1) and Sim (2), as shown in Table 2, were set up with the following 
parameters. The desired safety distance between two robots was set to 3 m. The minimum 
distance between a robot and an obstacle was set to 5 m. Six circular objects with the radii of 5 m 
were used as obstacles in each simulation. In the simulations, the six circular obstacles, Ob1, 
Ob2, Ob3, Ob4, Ob5, and Ob6, were situated at (30, 60), (50, 40), (70, 20), (70,-20), (50,-40), 
and (30,-60), respectively. Another two circular objects with the radii of 5 m were also used as 
targets in each simulation. Two targets, TA and TB, were situated at (90, 30) and (90, -30), 
respectively, as shown in Figure 4 and 7. The seven slave robots, R1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, were 
initially located at (0, 15), (0, 10), (0, 5), (0, 0), (0, -5), (0, -10), and (0, -15), respectively. Only two 
directions parallel to the ground were considered in the simulations. Each slave robot was 
represented by a circular object with a radius of 1 m in the simulations. The master and slave 
positions were simulated in a computer with Matlab and divided by 10, respectively. In the 
simulations, the following parameters were used: 
 

m
M  = 3 kg,  

m
B  = 6 Ns/m, 

m
K =6 N/m,  

si
M = 30 kg,  

si
B = 1.0 Ns/m, 

si
K  = 60 N/m,  

T
M  = 

60 kg, 
T

B  = 0.0 Ns/m, 
T

K  = 800 N/m, 
o

M  = 6000 kg,  
o

B = 0.0 Ns/m, 
o

K  = 1000 N/m, G  = 

H  = 1, 
e

k  = 100, 
e

b  = 60, 
mini

r  = 5, 
mins

r  = 5, 
i

ϕ  = φ  = 10000, and ijk = )/1/1(50000 ji +  

 
In the simulations, no friction, gravity, and air resistance were assumed in the virtual environment. 

The position errors are 
m

e and 
si

e . The simulations, Sim (1) and (2), as listed in Table 2 were 

conducted by the same human operator for consistency. All slave robots were programmed to 
move at an average speed of 0.1 m/s in the virtual environment in order to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the proposed systems by measuring the length of time taken to complete a task.   
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3.1 Simulation - Sim(1) 
In Sim (1), the seven robots formed a team teleoperated by a human operator via the master 
robot. The human operator remotely controlled the team leader, R4, to reach TA, and all other 
slave robots, R1-3 and R5-7, were coordinated with R4 to surround TA to capture it. After the TA 
was captured, the human operator commanded R4 to move to TB while other robots, R1-3 and 
R5-7, were also moving with regard to R4 motion to approach TB. During the team navigations to 
catch TA and TB in Figure 4, all team robots were able to avoid the obstacles, Ob1-6, while they 
kept a constant distance from each other. As long as R4 was telecontrolled by the human 
operator to get to TB, R1-3 and R5-7 encircled and captured it. 
 

In Figures 5 and 6, position errors 
si

e  of the team leader and followers were presented, 

respectively. The position errors varied from 2.5 to 0 (m), which was caused by the time-varying 
communication delays. However, a position error average, 0.65 (m), was still acceptable because 
the team leader robot (R4) teleoperated by the human operator moved slowly when the follower 
robots (R1-3, 5-7) moved with regard to R4 positions. All targets were captured in 1350 seconds.    

 
 

FIGURE 4: Sim(1) - Actual Path Trajectories 

 
 

FIGURE 5: Sim(1) - Slave Positions Errors in the x-direction 
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FIGURE 6: Sim(1) - Slave Positions Errors in the y-direction 
 

3.2 Simulation - Sim(2) 
In Sim (2), the task, object capture for two targets, TA and TB, was executed by the subteams 
formed by the seven mobile robots. The seven robots, R1-7, could form 35 types of Robot 
Combos (Subteams (Sub1-35)) as shown in Table 3. 
 

 
 

TABLE 3: Robot combinations (robot subteams) 
 

With the robot-target pairing method in Eqs (1) – (12), WAGT was generated. Subteams (Sub1 - 
35) and their bids for the task were found for TA and TB in Table 4. Their bids were calculated in 
Eq. (9) as an inverse of the sum of robot-target distances in a subteam minus the base price 
when the base price for the task was 10. The reason was that in order to start with the tasks, the 

robots needed to maintain at least 10(m) from a target to capture it. The bids ( )
ba

TT , in Table 4 

were written where 
a

T  was the bid values calculated for TA when 
b

T  was the bid values 

calculated for TB. 
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TABLE 4: Weighted Attack Guidance Table (WAGT) for Target A & B 
 

  As shown in Figure 7, only R4 was teleoperated by the human operator when all R1-3 and R5-7 
automatically formed two subteams, (R1-3 and R5-7 combos) to capture TA and TB 
simultaneously in 625 seconds, respectively. However, R4 was not engaged in any task, which 
could reduce the time delay effect on the task achievements. All tasks were done by the two 
subteams, Sub1 and Sub35, fully autonomously. The position errors were from 0 to 0.12 (m) in 
Figures 8 and 9, and a position error average was 0.05 (m). 
 

 
 

FIGURE 7: Sim(2) - Actual Path Trajectories 
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FIGURE 8: Sim(2) - Slave Positions Errors in the x-direction 

 
 

FIGURE 9: Sim(2) - Slave Positions Errors in the y-direction 
 
3.3 Discussions on Results 
 

 
 

TABLE 5: Performance comparison for robot-target pairing methods 
 
By comparing those errors in Figures 8 and 9 and 5 and 6, the performance of the system in Sim 
(2) was better than that in Sim (1) when the simulations showed that in Sim (2), the task was 
finished more quickly, and the position errors were smaller. The reasons were (1) the amount of 
information transmitted over the time-varying links between the master and slave subsystems 
became less in Sim(2) than Sim(1) when only autonomous local slave robots in Sim (2) handled 
the task, but the teleoperated robot, the team leader, acted as a supervisor to monitor other robot 
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operations. (2) Forming the subteams could save all seven robots from visiting all targets to 
complete the task because the seven robots were split into three robots in a subteam to perform 
the task on different targets simultaneously as shown in Figure 7. By taking advantage of the task 
planning independently done by each subteam, the task completion was more effective when the 
operation time was decreased to 625 seconds in Sim(2) from 1350 seconds in Sim(1) in Figures 
9 and 6, respectively, since the average speeds of the robots were equivalent during the 
simulations. 
 
Besides, in the simulations, we implemented different pairing methods in Table 5 to the scenario 
mentioned above. As shown in the table, those pairing methods were run to compute various 
subteam-target pairs in different durations of time so called the execution time. In comparison 
with the data from other findings [9,13,32,39], the convergence rates with swarm particle 
optimization (SPO), auction based, and proposed pairing methods [32,39] were faster than those 
with the market and genetic methods [9,13] by 20-30 second execution time because the 
algorithms for SPO, auction based, and the proposed pairing methods are simpler. However, the 
algorithms for the SPO and auction based methods [32,39] are rigid; hence, they are 
inappropriate for target capturing if an obstacle is not known beforehand, but in fact, most of the 
working environments in engineering applications are uncertain. Therefore, only the proposed 
pairing method in Sim (2) can present the relatively fast and stable convergence to get robot-
target pairs because of its simple algorithm. In addition, due to its flexibility, it is also applicable to 
target capturing even if no apriori knowledge about obstacles is available since no obstacle data 
is required to solve Eqs (1) – (12). 
 

4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
The proposed control methods are developed for the SMMS mobile teleoperations to work on 
multi-targets and improve the performance in terms of the effectiveness of the task achievement 
and the system transparency as seen from the simulation results. In the simulations, the time 
required to complete the task by the slave robots was reduced from 1350 seconds in Sim (1) to 
625 seconds in Sim (2). With the proposed robot-target pairing method, the robots made 
subteams that autonomously worked on paired targets in the modified potential field leader-
follower formation, which makes the SMMS system be capable of handling multi-targets 
simultaneously in a short time. Moreover, by comparing the proposed robot-target pairing method 
to the others in [9,30,32,39], it is so simple that a relatively fast convergence rate to obtain an 
optimal solution (proper robot-target pairs) is achieved. Besides, the results also showed that the 
smaller position errors in Sim(2) than those in Sim(1) represents the transparency enhancement. 
The reason is the effect on the robotic system due to the time-varying communication delays is 
reduced because during the operation, with the proposed control methods, all slave robots except 
a team leader become completely autonomous. The team leader is the only robot teleoperated by 
the human operator in a team but not engaged in any task when the time-varying delays mostly 
happen over the long distance wireless communication between the master and slave team 
leader robots [28,27]. Therefore, it was shown that in Sim (2), task efficiency and conditional 
transparency were improved despite the fact that the system was subjected to the time-varying 
communication delay. Moreover, the slave robots with the proposed control methods can avoid 
obstacles and track and then capture targets when (1) the modified potential field based leader-
follower formation and (2) the robot-target pairing method take effect. Nonetheless, the robot-
target pairing method could only generate a suboptimal solution in general since it is based on 
some heuristic data that come from human experiences. 
 
Therefore, our future work will be to further evaluate the performance of the MRMTMT pairing 
method and the performance and quality of the robot-target pair solutions. In addition, we will look 
into the proposed control method for a SMMS system working in very complex tasks and 
environments, e.g. a task that may require identification of positions and types of the uncertain 
targets in an unknown area. We will install the proposed control methods into SMMS system 
hardware for further experimental validation based on comparative studies on the results from 
experiments and simulations to emphasize the expected good performance achievement 
although the real time delays may vary irregularly. 
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